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A CELEBRATION OF THIRTY YEARS
MAKING AND FLYING KITES IN GREAT BRITAIN

Paul and Helene Morgan have been working as professional Kite Makers
and Kite Fliers for thirty years. Starting way back in 1986 as ‘Morgan Kites’
and later as ‘Skybums’ they are one of a very few who have made a
successful career out of our hobby.
The Midlands Kite Fliers (started back in 1979) are extremely happy and
very proud to congratulate ‘Skybums’ on their successes to-date. This
special edition newsletter is our way of thanking them for all the hard work
and humour that they both have contributed to British Kite Flying......
I hope you find something that reminds you of Paul and Helene’s efforts
and is of interest.
Bill Souten Ed.

I first meet Paul and Helene at a Kite Workshop I had been asked to run
at the then newly opened Gateway Education and Arts Centre in
Shrewsbury. Unlike ALL the other students they wanted to make a 6 foot
Rokkaku – not a simple Sled or Eddy like everyone else.........
I believe that says enough about this pair - the rest is now history.

Paul and Helene Morgan have been designing
and building high quality, high performance
kites in Shropshire since 1986.
Both Paul and Helene went to Shrewsbury Art
School before going to Art College. Paul took a
course in Illustration and Graphic Design in
Cambridge and Helene studied Fashion and
Textiles along with Business Studies in Brighton.
In 1982 they took their two year old son on
holiday to the coast and bought a quicksilver
mylar octopus kite. Two year olds soon
become bored and play with other things but
the kite was flown all day. The following day a
larger serpent kite was purchased and they
became hooked. From that day forward kites
became a bigger part of life. Trips to the library
followed to find kite books and plans. Helene
taught Paul to use a sewing machine and the
first kites took shape. Around this time they
noticed a kitemaking workshop advertised and
they signed up. The workshop was run by Bill
Souten of the Midland Kite Fliers. The kite they
built was a 2m Tyvek Rokkaku which was
painted with a ladies face. After this they
started altering existing designs, then designing
their own kites until, in 1986, Morgan Kites was
set up and they started selling kites to the
public at festivals around the country. At the
first Bristol Kite Festival they met Andy King of
the Kite Store and started selling through them.
In 1991 they wrote "The Book of Kites",
published by Dorling Kindersley, and in 1992
changed the company name to Sky Bums to

coincide with the opening of their shop in
Shrewsbury. At around this time there was an
explosion of kite shops around the country. By
1995 they decided shop keeping was not for
them and returned to what they do best.
Designing and building kites, banners and
windsocks. Paul and Helene still work full time
from home and produce all their kites
themselves. In the past few years other jobs
have come along working with the same
materials. These include working with Carl
Robertshaw on stage sets for the likes of Peter
Gabriel, Antony and the Johnsons and others
as well as designing and building the
construction prototype of the Windrush ship for
the Olympic opening ceremony. Other
promotional work includes companies like
Orange, Northern Electric, BP, John Lewis,
Sainsburys, Samsonite and Ecotricity. They also
run kitemaking workshops of their own for kite
clubs in this country as well as at Fort Worden in
USA. They teach at schools, colleges and
teacher training courses as well as giving
demonstrations and displays. In 1998 they took
over the running of the Shrewsbury Kite Festival
(first started by the MKF). A few changes of
venue and the festival is now known as the
Shropshire Kite Festival which, this year is to
take place on the 9th and 10th August at Lacon
Childe School in Cleobury Mortimer.
We are often asked how the name Sky Bums
came about. In the early days of Rokkaku
fighting in Britain there were individual and
team competitions and each team needed a
name. These included The Blitz, The Boop
Troup, The Decorators and The Snowdon Yetis
as well as many others. We called ourselves
The Upper Severn Sky Bums. Upper Severn
because we were based in Shrewsbury and Sky
Bums because of the nomadic lifestyle of
going to festivals each weekend (think beach
bums but flying kites instead of surfing). When
we finally opened the shop we wanted a
catchy name so shortened the team name. It
took three goes for the bank to approve the
name but we were determined.
We try to make all our kites as individual as
possible so our customers have something
unique. It sometimes feels we get bogged
down making the smaller kites but we are
determined not to outsource to the far east. We
enjoy being challenged with different projects

and ideas, a lot having short deadlines, but
also enjoy having time to come up with ideas
for both new kites and artistic designs to
decorate our existing range.
The photos show some of that range, both old
and new.
Deltas. We were originally asked by the
Kitestore to build a camera lifting platform in
1987. The Mega Delta was the result. The
following year we produced the larger Sled
Delta. With the advent of the flowtail delta,
rather than copy we decided to design our
own variation and our longkeeled Delta was
born.
Bees. New for this year this pair of carbon
framed yakkos on a bar was designed as a
workshop kite for the Margam festival. It draws
inspiration from the Chinese swallows.
3do. This variation on the Edo of Japan, first
designed in the mid 90’s has three bows and
lends itself to many decorative designs. This
version is the first of a new “touch the sky”
range. Customers can send their own finger
print and have it appliquéd on to a kite of their
choice. You can’t get much more unique than
that. The tallest 3do we have made had 21
bows.
Multisled. This was in the range when we started
in 1986 and was designed as a cheaper and
simpler alternative to the parafoil. This is a
revamped version of the lifter for 2014.
Powerpack. This is another variation on one of
our original designs, the 6pack. We have been
playing around with making a bigger version
for a while and last year we made the double
sized version. A light spar at the root of each
keel and one less keel are the only differences.
For this year we have added another size at
approximately 4 sq m.
Fish/Snake Pennants. These colour matched
pennants were designed for an event on the
Isle of Wight, which had a nautical theme. They
look great on the flying line and also grouped
together on poles.
Inflatable
inflatable

Horses and Dragons. Our first
windsock was a teddy bear

designed and made in 1988 for the first
Dieppe kite festival we attended and was
featured on French television. The Horse
windsock was designed at the beginning of
2006 and was first tested on Cleeve Hill,
Cheltenham. Following that three different
horses were flown on the race course (very
appt) at Chester kite festival where Sky Bums
celebrated its 20th anniversary. The horses
come in two different sizes, 2m and 4m, and
larger ones can be made. In 2013 a Donkey
version was designed. Having produced a
series of dragon designs for banners and
windsocks there appeared to be many on the
market so it wasn’t until Brenda and John
Southerton asked if a dragon / linemarker /
structure to hang from the line could be made
that one was produced in 2013. Look out for
the next idea from the drawing board.
Cupid
This kite was designed in 2012 and is a variant
of the Della Porta . A series of seven different
doll designs were made: Choir boy, Dracula,
Devil, Angels, Cupid and Fairy. You can see a
train of five of them on our website.
The ba 12.
“ba” in Egyptian means spirit rising to heaven.
The ba kite was first designed in 1990 when we
had an Egyptian theme (as each year we had
a new theme for our banners etc). The first ba
was a single cell which then progressed into a
3cell, 6cell and 12cell. In the process of
erecting a ba 6 that lay on the floor (the 4 sets
of bottom spars had yet to go in) the cover was
folded by the wind and the tapered ba 6 was
visualised. Then the mini tapered ba and the
tapered ba 3 followed.
The Basque
In 2003, having displayed two mini tapered ba
s close to each other the idea of the basque
was formed thus starting our underwear theme.
After adding frills and lace to the basque, our
midge kite was made into a pair of frilly
knickers. These were inspired by Tony Slaters
pants fighter which was from a design by Dom
Martin in 2004 and prior to that a Nishi design
from Japan. We could have used the Pippa
kite as it would have lent itself perfectly. The
fighter we then gave to Tony as a Christmas
present and made some up for sale. From the

Basque came a one off black fox kite and then
other coloured foxes followed.
Water Nymph (wasser frau)
For some time we have been playing around
with designs for mythical beings such as the
Mimis (Australian rock spirit) (2005), Silkies (seals
that come ashore shed their skins and take on
human form) (2012) both based on the original
ba. In 2013 the water nymph (a female water
spirit) was actually made. This kite has two long
floaty tails (not shown due to light wind) which
suggest the Nymph rising from the water with
the water flowing back down to earth. The tails
are only needed in stronger winds. Many other
designs are on the drawing board. We need
more time to make them all up but manage a
few in the quieter times.
More photos and designs can be found on our
website www.skybums.com

Johnny Barker and the
‘Ferry Drogue’
Lunen 1993
Helene & Yanneka

Our first ‘Blackheath’

Blackheath

Julian – Oldest Shropshire Kite Flier

Kite Collection - Glasgow

Book Launch at ‘our’ shop

Just drinking!!!

First York Festival

Rokkaku Fighting At
Weymouth

Young and ????????

Steerable PlaySail.

Steerable PlaySail.

Steerable PlaySail.
1991 Catalogue Cover
Opening the shop with friends.

Just a few examples of the wide
range of kites ‘Skybums’ have
produced over the past few
years........

FORT WORDEN
KITEMAKERS
CONFERENCE
For several years Paul and Helene
have attended the Fort Worden
Kitemakers Conferences in the
United States.
Over the years they have taught
several of their designs to the
Conference attendees.
2O16
The Tapered Ba 6
The Telephone Box / Tardis

2012
The 3Do

2OO8
The Basque

2OO5
The Harlequin Box

SKY BUMS WORKSHOP
MARGAM PARK 2014

Folding over the top seam.

Joining the ends with a tab.

Marking where the stripes will go.

Sewing the stripes.

Adding the Dacron

Add the bar and ready to fly.

Group shot showing variations.
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If you would like to send your own congratulations to Paul and Helene
please use the space below and return it to them via email or
alternatively you could send it by post......
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Paul and Helene Morgan
Sky Bums
21 The Grove, Wem, Shrewsbury, SY4 5EH.
+44 (0) 1939 234486
www.skybums.com kites@skybums.com

